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Draft Minutes from the SACRE meeting – 26th April 2018 
King’s Oak Academy 

4.00 – 6.00 pm 

 

1 Introduction to King’s Academy / welcoming new members 
 
Leah Osborne gave and introduction to King’s Oak Academy and her history of teaching at 
different Key Stages, explaining the RE was a subject well respected at King’s Oak. 
SACRE would like to thank Leah and the Academy for their kind hospitality in hosting this 
SACRE meeting. 
 
Jane Allinson (as chair) welcomed our several new members to SACRE and each member 
gave an introduction to themselves and their experience within the committee. Jane also 
reminded the committee that Hannah Wood (as clerk) would be asking for nominations for 
the posts of Chair and Vice-Chair at the meeting in July for election in September. The 
SACRE also extended their warm congratulations to Frances Taylor for her coming 
maternity leave. 
 
Action: HW to table nominations and meeting dates for 2018 – 19 as an agenda item 
the July meeting. 
 

2 Apologies and minutes of the previous meeting  
 
Jane Allinson read through the minutes from the previous meeting were which were then 
signed off as a correct record of our November 2017 meeting. 
 
Attendees:  Jane Allinson (chair), Roger Allinson, Chris Selway, Leah Osbourne, Ramila 
Patel, Derek Jay, Mike Drew,  April Begley, Alex Howard, Malcolm Strange, Ruth Wallace, 
Frances Taylor, Jane Stockton 
 
Iris Segall, Mohammad-Nassir Miah, Andy Spens, Jo Hachani (all from 4.15 pm) 
 
Others present: Hannah Wood (clerk), Adam Robertson, Neil McKellar-Turner  
 
Apologies received and accepted: Claire Evans, Chris John, Ben Stokes 
  
Absent: Jaswant Gangotra, Keith Walker  
 

3 Annual report – Schools data 
 
Adam Robertson (as SACRE Adviser) presented the Annual Report to SACRE and asked 
them to particularly focus on the examination results data for RE as a subject which were 
presented on pages 7-9 of the report. AR noted that he’d presented this as a data trend 
rather than just one single year and in doing this had highlighted firstly schools where 
nearly all pupils were entered for exams, and secondly schools where RE as an 
examination subject was in decline. 
 
April Begley took the opportunity lead SACRE in thanking the chair for the presentation of 
this report to cabinet as she felt Jane had well presented both the difficulties of SACRE in 
their work but also our outstanding successes.  
 
AR then noted that the RE provision in schools had become very variable especially after 
its abolition as a short course subject, which raises the question – what are other students 
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doing for Religious Education? Also, as it is still a statutory requirement in schools and it 
has been raised in cabinet, what do members say about this mixed provision in their Local 
Authority? Chris Selway asked what the cabinet were doing after receiving this data. 
 
There was a discussion of RE being presented as an “easy option” at GCSE level – MD 
asked whether GCSE RE was a better understanding of religion and spirituality, and AR 
confirmed that it was a far more challenging subject at that level than it maybe previously 
had been. LO later confirmed that RE at GCSE was definitely not a soft option as it had a 
knock on effect onto so many subject areas, including literacy. JS wondered whether 
teachers (particularly at secondary level) really saw the value of Big Questions in other 
subjects as maybe RE had become too channelled. There was a comment by AH on the 
value of children of all and no faith having chance to engage in discussion of these Big 
Questions, and RA referred the SACRE to notes on their visit to Castle School which 
provided and excellent example of all religious viewpoints and subject areas being 
represented in the school’s Enrichment Day. 
 
The Chair then returned the SACRE to examine the question, what can we as a SACRE 
do to monitor and support RE as a subject in schools? 
 
MD noted that previously we’d always written to the head of each school about their 
provision, and often received little response, so suggested writing instead to the Chair of 
Governors for each school for the information on RE as a subject. IS also noted that it 
would be useful to find out who was in charge of RE provision at each school. AS pointed 
out that we should also be able to analyse subject provision from school websites as 
schools are supposed to be publishing their curriculum information online. AR noted that 
this would be returned to in Item 5 of the meeting’s agenda. 
 
Action:  SACRE to write to schools asking them about provision of RE.  AR to draft 
and send to JA.  SACRE to consider responses at next meeting. 
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Collective Worship – Staff Guidance 
 
A draft Collective Worship policy had been drawn up by a sub-committee of AR, AS, CS 
and DJ – it focused on the legal requirements of schools for collective worship in the main 
body of the guidance with annexes indicating how this might work. The emphasis from 
SACRE is on breadth and inclusiveness, as well as creating time for worship in the busy 
school day. The guidance also includes tips for schools on evaluating and logging their 
collective worship. AR explained that the plan for this agenda item was to discuss and 
agree this guidance as a SACRE, then take to heads at conference in the Autumn and 
offer them free training on Collective Worship provision. 
 
CS noted that his suggestions and changes hadn’t been reflected in the circulated 
document – AR to check these are in the final version. 
 
AH supported the broad principles of the guidance but wanted to highlight how 
contradictory the law on collective worship is e.g. that it should be both broadly Christian 
but also be inclusive and reflective of the local community – which matters most to the 
school when trying to fulfil their obligations? Both AH and AB wondered whether the idea 
of “compulsory worship” alienated people. 
 
DJ told the SACRE that for as long as he’d been involved in the area, the idea and 
guidance on Collective Worship had always been a hot political issue, and nobody in 
power would ever want to change the current guidance. He also highlighted that for the 
purpose of our guidance we were looking at collective not compulsory worship and that it 
was based on Christian belief rather than being Christian per se. His opinion was that 
although we were unlikely to see any change in legislation, there was a lot of measure in 
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making the legislation work for us. 
 
MD noted that collective worship is a compulsory part of the school day and wondered 
how faith schools address non-Christian students in their collective worship sessions. AS 
responded that in his school 95% of children had no real faith so the school explored faith 
in a variety of different ways. Both AS and LO used St Mary Redcliffe as an example of a 
faith school that dealt with a variety of students with a Values Based curriculum. 
 
There was a discussion of the terminology of assembly rather than worship – IS noted that 
this name could be a barrier that could be solved by suing “assembly” whereas DJ viewed 
assembly as an administrative part of the school day rather than RW noting that it should 
be used as an opportunity to come together for quiet and reflection. AR suggested 
possibly labelling it as “collective worship / assembly”. MS added the observation that he 
ran 5 sessions of collective worship a fortnight that was labelled as worship, and had been 
asked recently if parents would attend with their children. 
 
CS made the observations that even among teachers there had been misconceptions of 
what collective worship should entail, and there was discussion with M-NN about the 
opportunity that collective worship could offer but also the fact that it could be harmful, and 
that children should have the opportunity to opt in as well as out e.g. a first assembly each 
year would define worship at the school and allow kids to decide what they wanted 
(including alternative provision). The school could then collect data on whether it was 
meeting its students’ self-determined needs. 
 
Action – AR to incorporate comments and changes suggested by the SACRE and 
recirculate the guidance 
AR and NT to agenda for Primary Heads meeting in Autumn term 
 
The SACRE agreed the guidance subject to the above comments and changes. AR 
pointed out that a lot of its enactment would depend on the support training to heads in the 
Autumn. AS noted that we needed to help upskill our head teachers to lead their school 
communities. 
 

5 Website investigation 
 
AR introduced this agenda item by describing how another SACRE he had been involved 
with had done a trawl through their Local Authority’s schools’ websites as an indicator of 
how engaged the school was with RE. He suggested that we as a SACRE divide up our 
own schools and examine their website as a first indicator of which schools to write to for 
more information on their provisions (this was also discussed under item 3).  JA and IS 
also gave support to this idea, and AR added that Ofsted reports may also help in future 
analysis as they monitor engagement already. 
 
AS agreed that this may well be a good way to sift out schools that didn’t engage at all in 
RE provision, with the caveat from JS that an absence of information on the school 
website could be an indicator of lack of provision, or could just indicate very busy teachers 
responsible for website updates. MD confirmed that it didn’t take long to just scan through 
sites even on his phone – AR therefore agreed to draw up a list of schools that didn’t 
participate in current projects so the SACRE could analyse their websites. 
 
Action – AR to draft a list of schools and templates. HW to circulate to members and 
collate responses. 
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6 WIRE Award and SACRE conference feedback 
 
AR explained the structure and principles of the WIRE award to new SACRE members 
and both he and JA extended their thanks to Nassir for putting so much hard work into the 
scheme. 
 
AR noted that although we were helping schools overcome the hurdle of their travel costs, 
another problem schools themselves noted was that parents often didn’t want their 
children going to mosques, and IS said that she’d also experienced this in Somalian 
parents not wishing their children to carry out visits to the synagogue. 
 
AR suggested a solution in SACRE drawing up a factsheet for parents promoting 
inclusivity and including testimonials. MS also suggested putting the emphasis on bringing 
faith visitors into schools, with RP outlining how successful her experiences had been of 
faith visits and running collective worship when invited into schools. 
 
Action: AR to bring collection of schools’ WIRE submissions to the July meeting. 
AR and M-NN to draft a factsheet for parents. HW to ask SACRE members for any 
testimonials from parents or children relating to visits to faith buildings. 
 
JA highlighted how positive the feedback had been from the SACRE conference and 
thanked all involved. LO noted how interesting and positive the “speed faithing” concept 
had been. 
 

7 Feedback from NASACRE and Dillington Conference 
 
DJ noted that the main points he would wish to highlight from the NASACRE conference 
were: 
 

1. There was less stuff but in more depth 
2. Local councillors were very important in influencing delivery of RE in schools 
3. The importance of “nones” i.e. the huge variation in those people with no religious 

affiliation, and our need to help children sharpen their beliefs. 
 
The SACRE would like to thank both Derek and Iris for their participation in these events. 
 

8 SACRE Adviser’s Report 
 
AR circulated his Adviser’s Report to the group for information. There were no major points 
raised – Adam said that the report was to highlight the activity behind the figures, and 
thanked CS for his work in the Best Practice Forum. He also noted that the training on the 
new curriculum was being well received. JA noted that the WIRE help for travel was 
invaluable and supported our pending as offering good value for money. 
 
CS noted that although the LTRE funded him for training and CPD days, there was no 
financial support included for preparation costs. Therefore would the SACRE consider 
funding him for half a day towards these preparation hours? THE SACRE noted that this 
work would in fact take a good day, so JA said that she and AR would take this for 
consideration. 
 
Action: CS, JA and AR to analyse and consider the preparation costs in Chris’s 
work. 
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9 Any Other Business / Meeting Close 
 
CS raised an issue about the general public availability of our syllabus e.g. to parents who 
might wish to see what their children study in RE. As the syllabus technically belonged to 
the LA not to the SACRE, should it be more publicly available?  
 
There was some discussion over the nature of our syllabus provision (currently behind a 
password, as these were the conditions imposed by RE Today for purchase). Academies 
have to pay as they’ve not contributed towards SACRE and its syllabus work, and there is 
a distinction between the syllabus itself and the associated units of work. DJ observed the 
precedent since 1988 for syllabus purchase and LO noted that we’re contractually bound 
to RE Today and their terms and conditions. The SACRE decided that this was a complex 
issue with legal ramifications that should be explored in more depth at our next meeting. 
 
(note that RP left the meeting at 5.45 pm) 
 
Action: Mike Drew to seek advice from the South Gloucestershire LA legal team. HW 
to table this as an agenda item at the next meeting. 
 
JA closed the meeting at 5:55 pm, thanking Leah and King’s Oak for their 
hospitality, and the SACRE members for their time. 
 

 Date of next meeting : Thursday 5th July 2018, 1.30 – 3.30 pm, New Rooms Bristol (TBC) 

 


